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Received Status Customer Rating Review

May 23, 2013 Published K. Kendall He's simply the best. Read more

I've been coping with arthritis for about twenty years. I've tried many medications, 
including all the cox inhibitors that have terrible side-effects, but nothing till now has 
made much difference. One treatment from Roberto Masferrer, and I am remarkably-
-I would even say miraculously--free of pain, able to open jars, lift my granddaughter, 
and use my hands the way I did twenty years ago.

Apr 21, 2013 Published Alana Chun First visit Read more

Thank you for explaining what you were doing and how it would help. I felt the
difference soon after leaving the office. You are a godsend! I am blessed to have 
found you and will be back.

Apr 12, 2013 Published Fulkie Massage Read more

Very professional. Excellent massage I would definitely go back! Love having an 
acupuncturist/lmt who takes insurance on westside of town

Apr 6, 2013 Published DCM Healing hands Read more

I intially came to Roberto for a reasonably-priced massage. I didn't even mention to 
him that I have M.S. I was completely amazed with what I received. I am so
impressed with Roberto: his kindness, experience, and gifted abilities. I have no 
desire to go anywhere else for treatment-- after 1 visit !

Mar 16, 2013 Published Kathryn Kendall A true healer Read more

Roberto listens, asks questions, and communicates with authenticity and depth. I've 
had migraines and auto-immune deficiencies for many years, with no relief from
allopathic doctors, naturopaths, and other acupuncturists and alternative healers. But 
with Roberto, I've been healthier than ever before and have suffered less pain while 
experiencing greater energy and mental clarity. He's the best!

Feb 21, 2013 Published Brian F Needle-like precision Read more

Roberto is very approachable. He does a great job treating sports injuries and areas 
of discomfort from muscle tension. The pain relief and increased range of motion 
were immediate. Six months later there has been no further complications. I have 
found Roberto's treatments very beneficial, durable, and cost-effective. 

Feb 1, 2013 Published Leah J Holistic Care Read more

I first came to Kumo Acupuncture for auto accident injury therapy. Since then, I have 
decided to work with Roberto to implement a holistic program, including acupuncture 
and oriental medicine, to treat and tonify deficiencies, work toward 
homeostasis/balance, and further aid in disease prevention. Roberto's attention to 
detail, caring spirit, and expert use of several tools in oriental medicine offer an 
excellent source for achieving optimal health and well being.

Dec 3, 2012 Published Kathy B Oriental Therapeutic Massage Read more
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It was very relaxing and I came away feeling so good. I have recommended this 
massage to others. Thanks

Dec 2, 2012 Published J.W. Experiencing Kumo Read more

Mr. Masferrer has warm healing hands, he is very polite and professional. His 
style/type of massage is unique. Check in was no fuss. Great experience at Kumo.

Nov 18, 2012 Published S.V. Thoughtful Practitioner; Nice Set-up Read more

Roberto is a very kind and thoughtful person. I felt comfortable talking to him about 
my concerns. His treatment room has a few decorations, and he gives you the option 
of listening to soft music while lying down with the needles in place. Afterwards he 
does a bit of heat therapy which feels really nice and soothing. I definitely trust
Roberto and would recommend him to anyone interested in trying acupuncture with a 
very calm, stable, and helpful practitioner.
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